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making this change has to be verified. The verification of access permission for incorporating this change is not alone 
enough from loan services but also from financial services. Similar to this, every change request of this type will require an 
access control mechanism for change approval involving more than one party. The code optimization phase of the compilers 
have basic flow graph to check the control sequence of the code. The flow graph of the code is understood with the help of 
the leaders in each block of the code. The leaders in each block denote the scope of that particular block. Similar to leaders 
here, access points are introduced in the business processes to know the scope of the each business parties. Every time when 
the change has to be made, based on the access points, the access permission requests are forwarded to the respective parties 
and once when the approval is retrieved, the alignment changes are incorporated. Every access point has its’ own business 
party name, role and rights.Xumin Liu et al proposed a change management framework which manages both top down and 
bottom up changes with the help of Petrinets. Though their system tries to manage changes dynamically, the run time 
incompatibilities and the risky impact of changes over the business processes that might occur due to certain change 
requests is not considered in their work [1]. DimitrisApostolou et al has introduced a change management system that 
manages changes in the e- government services. Though the consistency of the logics are checked before performing a 
change through certain consistency constraints- accessibility from different parties is not considered as a factor in their 
constraints[2]. Bruno Wassermann et al and Boris Stumm et al have introduced change management frameworks for 
Distributed cross domains and large scale enterprises. [3][4]. It is exactly in this case where the accessibility issues between 
parties and within parties need to be checked before committing every in order to avoid run time incompatibilities at a later 
stage. A good idea of managing changes is given in [3][4] but still no solid work is done regarding run time issues in both [3] 
and [4].The section 2 gives the related works, section 3 describes the architecture for the access control mechanism, section 
4 explains the context analysis based on the order of execution, section 5 gives information of the schematic representation 
of the access points with the help of flow graphs, section 6 gives the change measurability based on the alignment changes, 
section 7 concludes the paper with references in section 8 . 
2. Proposed architecture for access control mechanism 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1: Architecture Of Access Control Mechanism In Run Time Change Management 
Figure 1 shows the workflow of how the access control mechanism is done in dynamic change management framework. 
When a change request is raised , context analysis is done to retrieve the logics and the business parties in which the change 
has to be made. Both the request and the context analysis solution is forwarded to the source manager from the web services 
source files are retrieved. Based on the retrieved sources, their corresponding BL logics are retrieved from the BL source. 
The BL source contains the business logics in as business schemas so that the business analysts involved at the access point 
nodes are able to easily understand what is happening in their business services. The Service registry has the location of all 
the business services involved within the application domain. For the retrieved BL schema, BL analysis is done for 
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determining the business policies, SLA’s and rights associated with the logics. Each business logic is composed of business 
rule, business function and business parameter. Each of this business logic component is associated with its own business 
policies , SLA negotiations and rights by their respective vendors. Once when all these information are extracted, the access 
controller is activated which builds finite automaton, basic blocks and flow graphs for the involved business logics and their 
access points. With the help of this flow graph, the business analysts at the end points of each parties will be able to 
determine the scopes of their roles and the places where, their and other access permissions are required.   
3. Context analysis through order of execution 
A business logic L is encompassed by set of rules R, functions F, parameters P & access points AP. For successful 
execution of the entire logic, the rules & functions within the logic has to analyze and verify their respective access points in 
their corresponding order. The context analysis through order of execution concentrates on satisfying the change request in 
the dynamic environment that arises to change the execution order of the rules. Since the access points are bound to each 
and every rule in the logic, any change in the execution order of rules will in turn affect the AP’s nature bound to it. Hence 
in order to manage those changes in the runtime environment, the execution order of the AP’s must be analyzed and verified.  
In the below login process, the username(p1) and password (p2) are the parameters passed by the user. The rule R1 consists 
of set of access points (AP1 and AP2).  AP1 is an access point belonging to R1 and responsible for processing the input 
parameter p1 and AP2 is indulged in analyzing the parameter p2. Based on the results produced by the access points the FA 
moves to the next state. In case of access violation in the R1, the next state would be the final state or else the next state 
would be the new state R2 based on the analysis made by the AP’. In the above process, for successful execution of R1, the 
access points should execute in their respective order. AP2  should be executed after the completion of AP1. In this process, 
the complete execution and verification of AP1 , allows AP2  to proceed. In case of failure of AP1 due to certain violations, 
the AP2 is prohibited from execution and enters into the halt state ‘H’.  
 
 Fig 2:  Access Point Verification for Login Process 
ALGORITHM (Context_Verification by OOE) 
 // Input: Block with access points AP’s 
//Output:Appropriate Access Control 
//Methodology:Processing of AP’s with respect to the context 
Begin 
Get the ‘rulerequest’ 
// map the actual rule’r’  w.r.to the’ rulerequest’ 
r[]ÆTranslateRule(rulerequest) 
If (r[]€ RuleSet) then  
MÆSimulateFSM(r[]) 
DÆFindTransition(r[],TransitionTable) 
EndIf 
For every rule in the rule-set do 
APÆfetch the AP’s from each block of Rule  
Next APÆFindTransition(AP,TransitionTable) 
Map the AP with the XACML schema 
End for 
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For every AP in the block do 
Analyze& verify the request 
//process the parameter passed to the AP 
End For 
If request satisfies the access control Then 
Process the request  
Else     
Discard the request 
Endif 
End 
4. Schema representation of access points 
The  model divides each and every piece of the logic by  breaking up it into number of blocks. It places access points as a 
door at the entry of each block and consents business analyst to access the piece of code only when he satisfies the rules 
catalogued in access point. Inside the block, if analyst seeks to do any unfruitful action, it verifies the context  match  and on 
failure  prohibits him from accessing other blocks of code too. Access point encloses list of people and resources who can 
access the block and categorizes authorization level of each. Authorization level varies between various business people in 
the organization. Some might authorized to do modification in the existing code and carve up the code for new version, 
some might certified only to utilize and not to  do modifications in the code and some may legitimate only to view or test, 
not to utilize or modify this for newer versions. Only when the analyst bypasses the entry trials, it allows accessing the piece 
of code. After recognizing needed security norm for the block, it generates Business Logic (BL) schema for the piece of 
code in the block and places list of things to be satisfied at the entry point of the block.  Flow diagram reveals authorization 
needed to access each block and presents list of actions can be carried out by each role. BL schema reveals from which 
element to which element particular access criteria should be analyzed and what action to be carried out based on the 
request it process. It explores these activities through Finite State Machine (FSM) whose transition states transits 
accordingly when access point rules are persuaded. FSM runs till end state if accessibility level of each block is sustained. 
Consider an instance the requisite is to ‘develop a service for validating credit card no’. The model splits up the requisite 
into copious keywords and pursuits related service for each of its keyword. From the list of identified services, it reveals 
precise one to process the request. Accordingly spots list of business rules and the access points in that rule to process the 
request. Here the requested service can be built from the above service through the Business logic associated with Business 
Rule BR13 and the corresponding AP associated with that rule. Dependency between the required Rule BR13 with other 
business rule, business function and AP is analyzed and ascertained through BL pattern stored in memory. First it spots BL 
pattern associated with exposed business rule and the FSM associated with the AP to process the request. Accordingly it 
finds out the dependent fragments and tracks matching schema for each symbol of the pattern. It generates separate BL 
schema with the tracked tags in the existing schema and AP. BL schema generated for our case is shown in listing 3. As the 
schema and logic are tightly coupled, it ascertains business logic correlated with the extracted schema and also the AP 
corresponding to the rule request is analyzed in developing  a new logic. The credit card validation service is broadly 
divided into six blocks. In this first five blocks deals with business logic and sixth block deals with system logic. Second 
field holds block names, third field clutches the piece of code of each block and Fourth field named flow graph 
demonstrates accessibility level of each role and corresponding action to be carried when accessibility level is breached. 
Fifth field presents the XML description of each block which exposes the starting and ending point of access points. There 
is a separate tag named access point at the beginning of each block which indexes list of roles and accessibility level of each 
role. 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
-<Implementation> 
 <packagename="sql.*" property-access="true" id="p1" /> 
 <packagename="util.*" property-access="true" id="p2" /> 
-<class name="creditcardvalidation" 
implements="creditcardvalidIF" id="c1"> 
-<validation 
includes="cardno,expdate"includetype="xs:String,xs:Date"e
xcludestype="xs:String" id="M1"> 
 <BPtype="String" name="status"minoccurs="null" 
id="BP1" /> 
-<BR name="Validate length" id="BR11"> 
-<BF id="BF11" type="if" test="cardnogt 13 and cardnolt 
16"> 
 <BPname="status" value="Invalid cardno: Out of range" 
id="BP11" /> 
 </BF> 
 </BR> 
-<BR name="Verify Expiry date" id="BR12"> 
-<BF type="func"accessmodeule="getInstance()" 
use="calendar" id="BF121"> 
 <BPname="curdate" type="Calendar" id="BP121" /> 
 </BF> 
-<BF type="func"accessmodule="getDate()" use="curdate" 
id="BF122"> 
 <BPname="todate" type="Date" id="BP122" /> 
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 </BF> 
-<BF type="if" test="todategtexpdate" id="BF123"> 
 <BPname="status" value="Sorry! Credit card expired" 
id="BP123" /> 
 </BF> 
 </BR> 
-<BR name="Validate Entered digits" id="BR13"> 
 <BPtype="int" name="val"minoccurs="0" id="BP31" /> 
 <BPtype="int" name="val1"minoccurs="0" id="BP32" /> 
-<BF type="for"minoccur="1" step="+1" test="i le 
cardno.length" name="BF131"> 
-<BF type="if" test="i mod 2" id="BF1311"> 
-<BF type="func" name="In" 
accessmodule1="charAt()"accessmodule="parseInt()" 
use="cardno" id="BF13111"> 
 <BPop="add" par1="val" par2="In" name="val" 
id="BP13111" /> 
 </BF> 
 </BF> 
-<BF type="else" id="BF1312"> 
-<BF type="func" name="In" 
accessmodule1="charAt()"accessmodule="parseInt()" 
use="cardno" id="BF13121"> 
 <BPop="add" par1="val" par2="In" name="val1" 
id="BP13121" /> 
 </BF> 
 </BF> 
 </BF> 
-<BF type="if" test="va1+val1 mod 10" id="BF132"> 
 <BPname="status" value="Invalid cardno" id="BP1321" /> 
 </BF> 
 </BR> 
-<BF type="if" test="status=null" id="BF11"> 
 <BPname="status" value="Card valid" id="BPf1" /> 
 </BF> 
 </validation> 
-<Authentication includes="uname 
pass"includetype="xs:String,xs:String"excludestype="xs:Str
ing" id="M2"> 
-<BR name="Verifyauth" id="BR21"> 
 <BPtype="String" name="str"minoccurs="null" id="BP21" /> 
-<BF type="try" id="BF211"> 
 <BPtype="Connection" name="con" element="dbcon" 
id="BP211" /> 
-<BP type="xs:String" name="sql" id="BP212"> 
 <DFtype="sql-query"querytype="select" table-
name="loandb" elements="*" 
rule=".[username=@uname] .[Password=@pass]" 
assign="sql" id="DF1" /> 
 </BP> 
 <BPtype="Statement" 
name="St"accessmodule="createstatement()" use="con" 
id="BP213" /> 
 <BPtype="ResultSet" 
name="rs"accessmodule="exceuteQuery()" use="St" 
element="sql" id="BP214" /> 
-<BF type="if" test="rs.next()" id="BF2111"> 
 <BPname="status" use-value="rs.getString(Status)" 
id="BP2111" /> 
 </BF> 
 </BF> 
 <BFtype="catch" includes="e"incluetype="Exception" 
id="BF212" /> 
 <BPtype="xs:String" name="str" id="BP22" /> 
 </BR> 
 </Authentication> 
 </class> 
 </Implementation> 
 
Fig 3 : Flow Graph for  credit card validation system  
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5. Change in the functionality 
Certain changes affect the functionality of the rules. Due to the change in the order of execution of the AP, the particular 
functionality it provided before change may exist or expire. Based on the analysis of above parameters, any change in the 
order of execution of the AP is defined as, 
οAP v Ȧ ---------------------------------------------------------- (1) 
(where Ȧ is a transition function between AP’s ) 
οAPv  F----------------------------------------------------------- (2) 
(where F is function corresponding to the rule) 
οAP v  (1/T) ----------------------------------------------------- (3)  
(where T is the time complexity of the rule before change) 
Combining all the three, we get οAP = (k Ȧ F ) /T  
 (where k is a proportionality constant) 
Also οAP = (k Ȧ F ) / nc   --------------------------------------(4) 
(where T is considered as a polynomial  nc with c as constant)                            
Now rate of change of APi in order of execution ߲ܣ ௜ܲ/߲with respect to Ȧ, F, T is given as  
߲ܣܲ/߲= (߲ܣܲ/߲Ȧ +߲ܣܲȀ߲	 +߲ܣܲ/߲ሻ-------------------- (5) 
Since the Ȧ is a transition function mapping two AP’s, F is a function with its own construct & expressions & T is also a 
polynomial function , they are said to be differentiable. 
Hence ߲ܣܲ/߲Ȧǡ ߲ܣܲ/߲	Ƭ߲ܣܲ/߲  said to be exist and finite. 
߲ܣܲ/߲Ȧ = k F/ nc -------------------------------------------------(6) 
߲ܣܲ/߲	 = kv  / nc-------------------------------------------------(7) 
߲ܣܲ/߲ = - kܿȦ	 /nc+1(8) 
So, ߲ܣܲ/߲= (kȦF/nc ) [1/Ȧ + 1/ F – c / n ] 
߲ܣܲ/߲=  οAP [(1/Ȧ) +( 1/ F – c / n) ]   from (1) 
Extending equation (5) to ‘Į’ access points in a ‘x’ logics  we get, 
׭ ߲ܣ ௜ܲȀ߲
Į
௜ୀଵ = (߲ܣ ௜ܲ/߲Ȧ + ߲ܣ ௜ܲ/߲	 +߲ܣ ௜ܲ/߲ሻ 
=    [(1/Ȧ) +( 1/ F – c / n) ] ׭ ሺο௜
Į
௜ୀଵ ) 
=    ȡ׭ ሺο௜
Į
௜ୀଵ ) , where ȡ is a constant equal to [(1/Ȧ) +( 1/ F – c / n) ] 
The  Z , F, n are finite functions & hence [1/Ȧ + 1/ F – c / n ]   is a constant value for various values inZ , F, n. 
Thusቀడ஺௉
డ୭
ቁ ן οሺAP) , which indicates that the rate of change of rule in execution order with respect to , F, T is dependent 
on the rule that changes.Every logic under composition is decomposed into rules, functions & parameters and they are 
grouped under their respective tapes for easy retrieval and mapping. Each one of them has a finite state control that controls 
the movement of the pointer through the tapes and helps in traversing the tapes all along the way in the Turing machine. For 
example if there is a request  for a particular rule(say R3) in a logic L1, then that request is send to the rule set that has the 
finite control over the rule tapes. The requested rule is fetched from the tape by moving the pointer one by one over the tape. 
This process is similar for functions & parameters with each stage recognizing the fetched rule and functions. Those 
information fetched from the previous stages  are utilized to fetch the required access point from the tape where all the AP’s 
for the set of logic under composition has been defined. Later the fetched access point is fed to the FSM for analyzing and 
verification of the constraints through the various states and transition functions. Finally the context of the request is 
accessed in the access point verification and the request is processed based on the result it produces. In case of a service 
request for a rule in a logic excluding all, the request is send to each control and retrieval of service including the rule; 
function & parameter are done easily without the processing of AP. 
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5. Conclusion  
An access control mechanism for managing run time change issues in web service based businesses is proposed. The 
mechanism is based on the access points in the business processes which establish the scope of each business party. The 
presence of the access points are identified through the flow graph and the automatons constructed in the access controller 
and based on its output any change is accepted or discarded. Credit card validation system is taken as a case study and its 
corresponding blocks, access points and flow graph is explained vividly. This system is experimented using Netbeans IDE 
6.9.0 and the results for 20 sample change requests are also evaluated with minimum approval time of 0.0023 ms. Among 
those 20 requests , the requests with all the AP’s approved are only accepted and remaining change requests are discarded to 
avoid run time incompatibilities. 
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